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ABSTRACT 

Cybersecurity is a rapidly evolving field where professionals constantly need to keep up with new 

technologies and retrain. In this paper, we present a study that analyzed social media data and use the 

findings to aid professionals and students to learn more effectively using Twitter. We analyzed 23,000 

cybersecurity related tweets posted on Twitter across two hashtags #cybersecurity and #infosec. Our 

analysis created a framework that explains how using descriptive, content, and network analysis can 

generate information that can help professionals learn. In addition, our analysis provided insights on the 

tweets and the cybersecurity community that use them. These insights include: Most tweets covered 

multiple topics and used three or more hashtags. Companies and other organizations had the highest 

numbers of followers, but individual users, experts in the field, were the most retweeted. Popular users, 

based on follower counts, were not necessarily the most influential (based on retweets). In terms of 

content, popular tweets consisted of infographics that packed a lot of information. Tweets were 

commonly used to announce file dumps of hacks and data leaks. Many highly used hashtags represented 

current threats and the overall sentiment of cybersecurity tweets are negative. Highly connected users on 

Twitter served as hubs across the three primary sub communities identified in the data. Insights from his 

study can assist with improving workforce development by guiding professionals in getting pertinent 

information and keeping up to date with the latest security threats and news. 

1 Introduction 

Security professionals are required to constantly learn in order to be successful at what they do. This learning is critical as the 

security landscape constantly changes, with new threats and technologies being introduced on a daily basis. This dynamic 

landscape means that professionals must be able to keep up with the changes in a way that is effective. For students, traditionally, 

education programs have served as the foundation source of knowledge in training people to enter the workforce. However with 

the rise of information technology professions such as cyber security, there have been many challenges in terms of preparing the 

cyber security workforce. Security education programs have found it difficult to keep up with the fast changing security 

landscape [1–3]. Security threats evolve over time and tend to change very rapidly.  A threat that is prevalent today might not be 

prevalent tomorrow.  Many educators find it difficult to keep their curriculum updated to keep pace with the changes [2].  

Outdated security programs discussing obsolete topics can degrade the quality of the security education [4], affecting the 

instructor‟s effectiveness in helping students understand threats.  This could potentially lead to security breaches and violations 

that could have been avoided with more relevant curricula.  

There has been numerous initiatives by government, academia, and organizations to address these shortcomings in cyber security 

education. The National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education was created under the National Institutes of Standards and 

Technology as a partnership between government, academia and the private sector to address workforce challenges through 

standards and best practices. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) publishes the Cybersecurity Curricula that 

identifies knowledge areas and knowledge units that provide a foundation for cybersecurity education programs [5]. The 

Pedagogic Cybersecurity Framework extended the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model to include three additional layers 

to help explain the non-technical areas that influence security within an organization [6]. The National Security Agency and 

Department of Homeland Security sponsors the National Centers of Academic Excellence (CAE) program to certify colleges and 

universities that meets their requirement by aligning their curriculum to cybersecurity knowledge units that are validated by 

subject matter experts [7].  

A study by IBM to understand cybersecurity academic programs around the world found that less than 60 percent of students and 

educators surveyed believe that their academic program addresses cybersecurity practices in emerging technology areas such as 

mobile computing, cloud, and social business [1].  It found that the cybersecurity field has expanded significantly over time, with 

more security domains to cover and more types of attacks that must be understood.  At the same time, courses require 

cybersecurity education to be integrated to it while having the same number of hours as before.  This means that security 



 

 

education programs alone cannot meet all the requirements of the workforce, and continuous education beyond the classroom is 

vital to the field.  

Social media has emerged as a critical platform for accessing information. Unlike traditional resources, the major advantage of 

social media is that it provides real-time, up-to-date information often from trusted sources. In particular, a microblogging 

platform such as Twitter serves as a useful resource not only because the information shared is current but also because of its 

participatory features – users can follow products, services, brands, and topics (hashtags) that interest them. The goal of this 

study is to deepen our understanding of how Twitter is used within the cybersecurity field including who the users are, what type 

of information is shared, and how can this information be leveraged to aid professionals and students alike. Using a Twitter 

analytical framework we use a combination of methodologies and techniques for descriptive analytics, content analytics, and 

network analytics. The following research questions motivated our study: 1) What type of information can be found in looking at 

the data from Twitter? What are the characteristics and features of the tweets? 2) Who are the users of these Twitter communities 

and what are their interactions? 3) And how can these analytical methodologies aid in the learning process? 

2 Research Study 

Twitter is a social media platform that allows people to communicate using short messages called tweets. Tweeting allows a 

person to publish a message to anyone user on the platform or even publicly about their thoughts, feelings, or opinion of anything 

that is of interest to them. There are about 330 million active users that send out about 500 million tweets per day [8]. Of those, 

about 79% are located outside the United States. A tweet is a message that can contain up to a maximum of 280 characters (used 

to be 140). There are three types of messages on Twitter: original tweets, replies, and retweets. Original tweets are messages that 

originate with a user and are posted on their timeline. Retweets are tweets that have been shared by other users who find a tweet 

to be interesting or important to them. Replies are tweets written in response to what someone else has said.  

One thing that makes the Twitter platform attractive is that it does not require the user to be proactive in order to obtain 

information. A user can just follow some influential accounts and be able to obtain all the information they need. These accounts 

can be experts in the field, or organizations that focus and aggregate security related news. However, the drawback to using this 

approach is that for many users, it is not easy to know who they should follow or apparent who the influential expert is in the 

field. A user with high number of followers might not necessary tweet the most relevant information. As discovered in our study, 

a user‟s popularity does not determine the value of the information they tweet. Therefore being able to find and know which users 

to follow is critical in being able to effectively use Twitter as a platform for learning. The findings from this study showed 

effective ways to find these key users.  

Twitter offers an API that allows researchers and organizations to collect the data for analysis purposes (the terms and data 

shared changes continuously). These Search and Streaming APIs allows data collection different types of queries, such as by 

using a specific keyword. This open data policy has made Twitter data one of the most popular data source and they have been 

used widely for analysis. Some examples of practical applications of Twitter data includes predicting flu trends [9], predicting 

elections [10], and user sentiment analysis [11]. Twitter has also been used in many fields such as healthcare [12], cybersecurity 

[13], finance [14], amongst many others.  

Twitter data for the research reported in this paper were collected using the publically available API that Twitter provides. Data 

collected through the API was parsed and stored in an Excel spreadsheet and included the actual tweet along with its metadata. 

Metadata collected included information on the user who posted the tweet, how many followers they have, how many times the 

tweet was retweeted, date and time stamps, along with other relevant information. The Twitter API only allows acquiring 1% of 

all the publically available Twitter data, however even with this limitation, we were able to collect a dataset large enough for this 

research within a period of 45 days. For the initial data collection, we configured the data collector to collect tweets from 

multiple hashtags, including “infosec”, “malware”, “breach”, “security”, among a few others. After analyzing the tweets that 

were collected, it was discovered that the two primary hashtags used in the cybersecurity field are #cybersecurity and #infosec, as 

tweets from the other hashtags also included either one of these two primary hashtags. The dataset consists of 23,313 tweets and 

their metadata from the hashtag #cybersecurity and #infosec in a 45 day period from October 31st to December 14th, 2017. In 

order to analyze the data from different analytical aspects, the proposed framework in Figure 1 is used. The framework follows 

previous research [15] of Twitter data on the topic of supply chain and consist of three types of analytics – descriptive, content, 

and network. Each area focuses on a specific aspect of the data in order to understand the characteristics of the tweets, the users, 

and the connections between the tweets, and their relevance to real life events. The framework enhances on previous research by 

improving on aspects that are more relevant to cybersecurity, and improving the way certain research methods are utilized in 

order to yield more accurate results. 

 



 

 
Figure 1 - Analytical framework for cybersecurity tweets 

2.1 Descriptive Analysis 

The data collected from Twitter contains a large number of information that must be analyzed. Descriptive analysis is used to 

describe basic information and feature of the data in the study. It provides summaries of the data including the sample and the 

measures. In quantitative analysis, it serves as the basis for this type of research and is also known as descriptive statistics [16–

18]. It is important to understand the features of the dataset in order understand how and why certain events or pattern occurs 

within the dataset. It provides quantitative insights across a large data and break it down into smaller manageable pieces of 

information. The benefits of using Twitter data for this type of analysis is that the whole dataset can be used, rather than having 

to select a small sample from the dataset.  

In this study, descriptive analysis will look at information and metrics in three main areas of the dataset: tweets, users, and URLs. 

The outcome of this analysis will provide a picture into the data and provide metrics about the tweets. Analyzing the tweets, the 

study will look at word counts, hashtags that are used, how tweets are produced over time, and the overall statistics of the tweets 

themselves. For the users, the study looks at who write the tweets, and who response to it. In addition, it identify the key players 

and characteristics that makes them important in the community, and whether there are correlations between certain tweet 

statistics such as followers and retweets. And lastly, URLs are an important aspect as most tweets include a hyperlink that leads 

to news articles, pictures, or other resources. The URL analysis will look at the types of links that are tweeted and where they 

come from. This could show topics and resources that are trusted, and whether there are domains that stand out for certain types 

of tweets.  

With descriptive analysis, there are many other methods and metrics that can be used to show interesting facts about the dataset. 

However, the goal of this research is to show methods that would be useful to security professionals and researchers. Methods 

used are also geared towards analyzing cybersecurity tweets, with variations to be expected if it were to be used in other fields. 

2.2 Content Analysis 

The second part of the framework looks at the actual content of the tweets. It looks at the actual text and hashtags that is in the 

dataset in order to understand the content of the tweets and the dataset as a whole. Text data is considered to be “unstructured” 

data [19], thus it requires content analysis techniques such as text mining and natural language processing (NLP) in order to 

analyze the data and gain meaningful information from it  [18]. Although each tweet has a specific purpose and meaning in of 

itself, content analysis looks at all the tweets together as whole, rather than the individual pieces. Each tweet contains three 

component; a list of words, the hashtags that are associated with the tweet, and the URL that typically accompany the tweet. In 

order for the tweets to be analyzed, it must go through pre-processing steps to prepare the unstructured text to be analyzed [20]. 

These steps include tokenization, stemming, and the removal of stop words.  

Term frequency shows all the keywords that are frequently discussed within the tweets, which shows key topics that are 

important to users. Topics that are more discussed, are more likely to be an area that are of interest to users, and can be a helpful 
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indicator of trending or upcoming topics that are important.  As many important topics consist of multiple words, n-grams are 

often used with term frequency in order to discover key phrases that are important within the text corpus. The unique aspect of 

Twitter data is that it allows the user to personally label and categorize their tweets using hashtags. This provide an important 

piece of information about each tweet that can be useful in understanding the overall subject of the tweet. Other data sources 

previously such as articles and documents, do not have this critical piece of information. Therefore, part of content analysis 

involves analyzing the hashtags themselves as it provides an important piece of information about the tweet in addition to the 

tweet itself.  

Analyzing terms and hashtags only looks at the overall message and content of the tweet, it does not look at the actual opinion 

and the overall feeling of the user writing the message. Sentiment analysis [11, 21] extract the emotion of the user from the words 

that are used in the tweet. Most sentiment analysis techniques look at the words that are used in the sentence in order to determine 

whether the overall tone of the message is positive, negative or neutral. The words and its associated sentiment score is based on 

a dictionary that has been defined by experts in the field. There are many different methods for performing this analysis, and 

typically it is done on larger content of text such as a long paragraph or even an entire book, as the more words there are within 

the corpus, the more accurate the results.  As tweets are much shorter in length, it will be important to choose a method that will 

account for that while at the same time be able to provide meaningful insights into the user‟s emotions. 

2.3 Network Analysis 

One major aspect of social media such as Twitter is the fact that there are a large number of users and interactions between them. 

Users don‟t just tweet messages to others; they respond to them and retweets the ones that they believe are important. These 

interactions between users can create communities of users within the social network. Community of users can show the 

dynamics between different groups of users, whether they are professionals, organizations, large corporations, or media 

companies.  

In network theory [22], nodes and edges are used to represent these users and their relationships. With Twitter data, nodes 

represent the user, while their interactions (@reply or user mentions) with another user is the edge (relationship). This allows 

visualizations to be created that can show these relationships and provide network metrics on these interactions. Relationships 

can be visualized to determine community of users and how they connect to one another. Network theory also provide metrics 

such as betweenness centrality, which shows important key players within the network, and degree centrality which shows which 

user has the most connections (degrees) to others [23]. Betweenness centrality is a measure of centrality based on the shortest 

paths within the network. The shortest path between two users in the Twitter network shows how connected they are to each 

other, and the node (user) with higher betweenness centrality means multiple users connect to others through them, signifying 

their importance within the network. Degree centrality measure the number of connections a user have to others, and its simplest 

form can represent the popularity of that user [24]. Centrality analysis focuses on each individual user and their connectiveness to 

others.  

Communities of users are an importance aspect of network analysis. On Twitter, users can use the @reply in their tweet to 

respond to another user‟s tweet. They can also use the @ symbol along with the name of a specific user to mention them within 

their tweet. These reply and user mentions form connections between users and generate communities. Modularity is a measure 

of the structure of networks and how it can be divided into modules (communities). Communities are groups of highly 

interconnected nodes that are only sparsely connected to the rest of the network [25]. Therefore, it is interesting to identify these 

communities and determine who the users are and how they interact with one another.  

3 Findings  

3.1 Descriptive Analysis 

The 23,313 tweets collected contained at least two or more hashtags, including the #cybersecurity tag that was used to collect the 

data. This indicated that cybersecurity tweets typically touches multiple domains and validate how the field is multidisciplinary. 

The hashtags used were widely varied, with 5424 unique hashtags that were used, ranging from security related areas such as 

“malware” and “ransomware”, to surprising areas such as “bitcoin” and “blockchain”.  

There are 4290 unique users in the dataset determined by their User ID. There is an average of 5.66 tweets per user. Table 1 

shows the top 10 users with the most followers and retweets. Users with the most followers were mostly large organizations, 

highlighted in blue, such as BlackBerry, ZeeNews, EconomicTimes, and Nokia. Whereas users with the most retweets are mostly 

individual accounts, highlighted in yellow. This suggest that while companies and organizations typically get the most followers, 

it is the individual users that make the most influential and important tweets. Companies typically get followers due to their brand 

recognition, and people might follow them to get updates and news. Users with the most retweets are usually experts in the field 

and gets followers from other professionals.  

 



 

  Most Followed Most Retweeted 

 
User Followers User Retweets 

1 BlackBerry 4,529,498 Fisher85M 5,741 

2 ZeeNews 3,758,453 reach2ratan 4,505 

3 policia 3,080,679 kennethholley 4,382 

4 EconomicTimes 2,866,978 MikeQuindazzi 3,328 

5 RT_com 2,667,001 JacBurns_Comext 2,242 

6 nokia 2,241,954 quttera 2,239 

7 bsindia 1,555,483 WiseCrowdGlobal 1,554 

8 dez_blanchfield 1,051,293 jblefevre60 1,527 

9 PoliciaColombia 1,041,438 x0rz 1,493 

10 2morrowknight 953,005 CyberHitchhiker 1,475 
Table 1 - List of users with the most followers and retweets. Organizations are highlighted in blue, users in yellow 

 

Looking at another perspective, these statistics about a user can be representative of a user‟s popularity and overall influence. 

Popularity can be defined as the number of followers a user may have, while influence can be defined as how often their tweets 

are retweeted. Is there a correlation between a user‟s popularity and their influence? Figure 2 shows the top 25 users with the 

most retweets and the number of followers they have. The figure shows that users who has a high number of followers (blue 

line), doesn‟t necessary means that they get a lot of retweets (orange line). One user “TheHackerNews” has a high number of 

followers but does not get a lot of retweets, compared to “Fisher85M” who have a lower number of followers but a lot of 

retweets.  This suggests that there is no correlation between a user‟s popularity and their overall influence. This influence is also 

reinforced through the use of network graphs that will be discussed later on in this paper.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Users' number of followers versus retweets 

 

3.1.1 Positive Tweet Factors 

So what makes a tweet “good” so that users are more likely to retweet it? We looked at Fisher85M, the user with the most 

retweets in all of our dataset to find the answer. Fisher85M‟s profile stated that he was a “Full-Time Analyst, Technology 

Evangelist, #CyberSecurity and #VR Influencer: @DZone & @Onalytica. Made out of 100% Geek”.  His most retweeted tweets 

had an average of 150 retweets. The top 25 most retweeted tweet all had some type of graphic within the tweet. This shows that 

users tend to “like” or “retweet” tweets that has graphics that shows accompanying information in addition to the text itself. 

However, this doesn‟t mean that every tweet with a graphic is popular. Fisher85M‟s infographics contained a lot of information 

all presented within one graphic, and this seems to be the reason why he is the most retweeted user. His 10 most retweeted tweets 

all contained a very detailed infographic relating to cybersecurity. Figure 3 shows an example of such tweet. The infographic is 

very dense and full of information. What makes this interesting is that in other media such as presentations, a slide with too much 

text or information packed in one page is typically frowned upon or discouraged. The opposite seems to be true for tweets based 

on our analysis. As tweets are very short in nature, the ability to present a lot of information at once seems to be the most useful 

for users ingesting the information. In a way, this seems to be contradicting with Twitter‟s main appeal, which is to limit the 

length of the message in order to keep it short and precise. In the context of learning, this finding suggests that users like tweets 

that contain useful information, such as a graphic that shows things that could benefit and apply to them. These infographics 
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could be presented to security professionals to help them learn and stay abreast of the latest changes that are occurring within the 

profession. As there are thousands of cybersecurity tweets everyday, being able to identify and discover these infographics and 

presenting it to those who are interested would help them learn in an efficient and effective manner.  

Tweets can be a very useful tool for learning and staying up to date with the latest information. But for most professionals and 

students, the challenge often comes to knowing who to follow in order to most effectively obtain the relevant information. 

Following too many users and there is information overload, where relevant information is buried beneath all the junk and 

irrelevant tweets. Many people often follow users who has the most followers, as the number of indicator often seems to be an 

important indicator of relevancy. However, the findings show that this is not often the case. Users with high number of followers 

are often due to the fact that they have a name that people recognize, rather than from the quality of tweets they produce. It is 

more important to follow users that are more influential in the community, as they tweet out information that are highly regarded 

by others in the community as indicated by the retweets.  

 

 
Figure 3 - Tweet with the highest number of "retweets" from Fisher85M 

 

3.1.2 URL analysis  

There are two URLs that are present in almost all the tweets. The first is the link to the media for the tweet, the second is the 

external URL that links to an article or another page on the internet. There are three possible media types; photos, animated GIFs, 

and videos. About half the tweets have no media (12869), with 46% having photos (11224) and 1% having GIFs (155) and 

videos (65). This suggests that users still predominantly photos or images within their tweets over flash animations or videos.  

The majority of tweets that are highly retweeted all have external URLs within the tweet. Most of the URLs are in shortened 

formats using the domains such as bit.ly, goo.gl, buff.ly, among others. In order to determine the actual domains that are linked 

to, all shortened URLs were expanded to reveal the actual URL. Popular domains include zdnet.com, lastline.com, 

socialhub.com, darkread.com, csoonline.com, bleepingcomputer.com, thecyberwire.com, scmagazine.com, infosecurity-

magazine.com, and thehackernews.com. These are software companies, social media analytic platforms, and security news 

websites. These make up the top domains that were linked to in the tweets. As many tweets are related to current news, the 

finding reinforce this fact as most of the external links are pointing to news websites. These top domains also identify the major 

news resources that professional use for security news and updates. The finding also discovered one interesting domain that 

shows up on a regular basis, PasteBin. Pastebin is an online text storage site that allows users to post up anonymous “pastes”. It 

was found that the website was used to post dumps of controversial files such as passwords, configurations, system settings, and 

anything else that is obtained through a hack or leak. This suggest that Twitter is widely used to announce and distribute files 

related to security hacks. There is a Twitter bot named “Dumpmon” that monitors  PasteBin for these types of text paste and 

automatically tweets this information when it is available.  



 

There are many websites out there that provide information security news. The vast number of available sites can be challenging 

to students and those new to the field, as they might not know which sites are good and are highly used by the community. The 

URL analysis identifies some of the top sites that are used by the community to disseminate news and updates in the cyber 

security domain. This information is useful in narrowing down some of the best sites that provide security news and information.  

 

3.1.3 User activity over time  

This analysis looks at the overall activity of users and when they tweet. Figure 4 shows the time in which tweets are created over 

the course of a 24 hour day in the UTC time zone. Activity starts off slow and gradually builds up to the highest levels at 4 PM, 

then tapers off as each hour passes. As the tweets come from different countries around the world, this would translate to roughly 

around the morning hours for the Americas, and the evening hours for Asia. Figure 5 shows the activity level over the 45 days 

that we collected our data. The number of tweets being sent each week fluctuate up and down depending on the day of the week. 

The number of tweets is at its lowest on Sundays, picks up drastically on Mondays then increasing to its maximum on 

Wednesday and Thursday, and then declines again. This cycle repeats every week. The study looked to see if there are 

correlations between the number of tweets and current security events but was not able to conclusively determine this factor as 

the time period of our data collection is too short.  

 

 
Figure 4 - Tweets per hour in UTC time zone 

 

 
Figure 5 - Tweets per week 

3.2 Content Analysis 

This part of the study looked at the actual text content of the tweets of the dataset. Text mining methodologies were employed to 

analyze the terms, hashtags, and the overall sentiments of the tweets. In word analysis, the study looked at the words that are used 

in the tweets to better understand the topics that are being discussed and what the overall discussion is about within the tweets. 

Hashtags are an important part of every tweet, as it allows the user to label their tweets and associate it with specific categories 

that is relevant to users. The goal is to understand the overall content of the tweets and how it can be used to improve 

cybersecurity education.  
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3.2.1 Word analysis  

The most popular words found in the tweets were malware (8566), ransomware (8156), cyberattack (3506), security (3356), data 

(1971), cybercrime (1909), attacks (1740), iot (1576), breach (1554), hackers (1518). This shows that tweets related to 

cybersecurity are mostly discussing about malware and attacks from hackers. Manual analysis found that many of these tweets 

were warnings about new malware and discussions about incidents of cyber-attacks. This suggested that the tweets are a good 

source of information for current events and could be potentially used as a data source for security news and tracking. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Word cloud of the most popular words in tweets 

  

In order to determine if certain words appear together with one another, n-grams were generated. As most of the tweets uses 

hashtags as a word in of itself, these hashtags were converted to regular terms for this analysis. Table 2 lists the top 10 bigrams 

and trigrams that appears within all the tweets. The findings show that the terms cybersecurity and cyberattack appears very 

frequently together. This suggests that both terms are synonomous with one another, which shows that tweets relating to 

cybersecurity are often about cyberattacks. Another top bigram has the terms bigram and ransomware, suggesting that the most 

common malware that occurs is a ransomware. Technews and hacker is another bigram that seems to appear often together, 

suggesting that these two words appear often together. The overall results however shows that many of the terms that appear 

together are repetitive due to the nature of the tweets. Tweets are short in nature and many of the words that appear in them are 

similar throughout each tweet. Therefore our analysis showed that the use of n-grams can provide some useful information but 

are limited in nature.  

 

 

Rank Frequency N-Grams (2 and 3) 

1 1575 cybersecurity cyberattack 

2 1163 cybersecurity infosec 

3 1017 malware ransomware 

4 972 cyberattack technews 

5 968 cybersecurity cyberattack technews 

6 923 technews hacker 

7 921 cyberattack technews hacker 

8 871 hacker cybercrime 

9 870 technews hacker cybercrime 

10 830 cybercrime hackernews 
 

Table 2 - Top 10 bigrams and trigrams 



 

 

3.2.2 Hashtag analysis 

About 86% of all tweets included three or more hashtags. The most popular hashtags are #cybersecurity, #infosec, #malware, 

#ransomware, #cyberattack, #security, amongst others.  The top two hashtags were used to collect data for this study as they were 

the most widely used by security professionals. The widely used #malware and #ransomware hashtags is very telling in terms of 

the major threats in cybersecurity during that timeframe. Malware and ransomware are malicious software that are designed to 

cause harm to the system that it infects, often leaving them in a state that is non-functional for use or in a severely degraded state. 

Ransomware is a type of malware that extort the user or organization by encrypting the system and demanding a monetary 

payment in order to restore it.  Both are some of the biggest threat facing computer users and organizations today. The hashtags 

that are highly used in tweets can serve as an important piece of information that can highlight current trends and issues in 

cybersecurity. This can be used to help professionals realize the current threats and understand trending areas that could be of 

concern.  

Cybersecurity is an inter-disciplinary field that encompass a large number of subject areas that must be taught and learnt. 

Overtime, the number of topics that must be taught to students has grown, while the number of hours in the curriculum remained 

the same. This dynamic means educators must choose what topic areas they must focus on based on its importance and relevance 

in the always changing security landscape. Being able to see the topic areas that are important during a specific time period can 

help educators focus on these topics in their courses, helping them focus on the areas that are currently trending and important in 

the security field. The methods used in the word and hashtags analysis can be used to generate the list of the top areas within the 

cybersecurity field to help educators see what is happening. For example, the results from our dataset shows that malware and 

specifically ransomware are the most highly discussed within the tweets. Educators knowing this knowledge can adjust their 

course to focus a bit more about these areas as they represent some of the ongoing security threats professionals and companies 

are facing. By doing this, students are able to learn about topics that are relevant to ongoing events and apply it within their 

studies and educators are able to keep their courses more relevant. 

 

3.2.3 Sentiment analysis.  

This part of the study looks at the overall sentiment of the tweets. Previous research has shown that tweet sentiments can be an 

important indicator of current events within the cybersecurity field [21, 26, 27]. There are different algorithms that can be used 

for sentiment analysis, however most such as LIWC are tailored towards text that are longer in nature such as documents and full 

articles. The challenge with analyzing sentiments in tweets is that the tweets themselves are very short with few number of 

words. Sentiment classification requires as many words as possible in order to increase in accuracy. For this analysis 

SentiStrength is used as it supports short sentences that are common in tweets. Sentistrength uses a dictionary of words and 

associate those words with a point value on how negative or positive it is. Words such as “stealing”, “threat”, “attack”, are 

associated with negative sentiments whereas words such as “success”, “great”, and “smile” are given positive points. Figure 7 

shows the breakdown of the sentiment across the entire tweet dataset of 23000 tweets.  

 

 
Figure 7 - Sentiment score of tweets 

 

SentiStrength provides a score for both negative and positive sentiment in the tweet. The overall score was calculated by 

cominbing both scores, shown in Figure 7. The result shows that about half of the tweets had a score of 0, which means they were 

neutral in sentiment, in which the tweet shows neither positive or negative sentiment. The overall results showed that the tweets 

had more negative sentiments than positive based on the distribution of the number of tweets and their overall sentiment score, 

with 7001, 4605, 701, 16 tweets has a score of -1, -2, -3, -4 respectively. The lower the number, the stronger the negative 
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sentiment is portrayed in the tweet. Comparatively, a total of 3494 tweets had a positive sentiment score. The scores indicated 

that most tweets relating to cybersecurity had negative sentiment. This confirms the fact that many tweets are about attacks, 

breaches, or warnings about security vulnerabilities. The analysis found that negative tweets are typically about hackers breaking 

into companies or organizations, or about those organizations being breached. Highly positive tweets (score=3) are typically 

announcement of awards that companies are receiving or giving. Although Sentistrength provide an overall accurate sentiment of 

all the tweets as a whole, individually it does not provide an accurate score for each tweet due to the way certain words are 

scored. For example, a tweet that says “Hackers successfully downloaded data from Citibank”, could be scored as positive 

sentiment, even though when we read it we can see clearly it is not exactly good news. The word “success” is scored as positive, 

while many other words in the tweets are not scored as they are not in the dictionary. To better score sentiments for cybersecurity 

tweets, certain domain specific terms need to be added to the dictionary in order to more accurately portray their sentiments. 

Our analysis reinforced the finding that sentiments are important indicator of the current events that are occurring. Although 

cybersecurity related tweets tends to be negative in nature, strong negative scores could indicate that there are major breaches and 

attacks occurring due to some new type of malware or vulnerability. Seeing the fluctuation in sentiment scores can provide 

insights on events that are occurring and enable the professional to spend more time to look deeper to see what is happening that 

could threaten their systems.  

 

3.3 Network Analysis 

3.3.1 Topological analysis  

In order to understand the social construct of the users and the relationships between them, a network graph was created with 

5459 nodes and 3533 edges. Nodes are users that mention another user as a part of their tweet or reply, and could be a single 

individual, an organization, or company. Edges are the relationship between these users through their mentions. The network 

diameter is 15, which represent the longest path between two nodes. The average path length is 5.22, showing that on average 

each user is 5 nodes away from each other within the entire network.  

 

3.3.2 Centrality analysis  

There are a few nodes that are more connected than others within the network. The degree of a node represent the number of 

connections that node has to other nodes. Companies such as @Masergy, @Forbes, @AppKnow, and others are the most 

connected to other users, with online media companies (@CSOOnline, @ZDNet, @TechRepublic, etc.) dominating these 

connections. Some cybersecurity experts (@Fisher85M, @reach2ratan) are also highly connected. These users serve as the 

central node within their communities. Many connections between users and organizations go through these central nodes, 

showing the importance of these nodes and their role within the cybersecurity Twitter community. These well-connected users 

enable them to quickly spread information every time they tweet, as their connectiveness means every time someone retweets 

their tweet, the information is passed on to the larger community. A user with a larger number of followers does not necessary 

give them the same reach compared to those who have less followers but are central nodes within the community.  

 

3.3.3 Community analysis  

The overall network has a low graph density (0.011), which is calculated as the number of edges divided by the number of 

possible edges. This suggests that the entire network is sparsely populated and that most users aren‟t as highly connected to each 

other. In order to identify communities within the network, the modularity algorithm [28] was used. This algorithm looks for 

nodes that are more densely connected together compared to the rest of the network. Using this algorithm, we identified two 

major communities and one minor one. Figure 8 shows the network graph of the community. The orange nodes represent the 

companies and organizations community, and the light blue nodes represent the individual user community. Organizations and 

companies tend to be connected to each other, as they frequently mentions other organizations in their tweets. Two companies 

stand out within the graph, CSOOnline is a cybersecurity focused news company, while ZDNET is a business technology news 

website. Both are major nodes within their respective community. CSOOnline is connected more to security organizations, 

whereas ZDNET have more connections to large companies and corporations. They each serve similar purposes but to a slightly 

different audience. Within the individual user community, @Fisher85M and @reach2ratan are both highly connected security 

professionals and serve as the connection point to the organization community. Many individuals within the user community do 

not have many degrees (connections), as highlighted by their sparse placement within the network graph. This makes the two 

central nodes even more important as they serve as the hub for connecting to the other communities. 

There is a third minor community (dark green) that sits in between the two major ones. They include companies such as 

@kaspersky and @Malwarebytes. They seem to represent companies that are more connected to individual users rather than 

other organizations. Kaspersky and MalwareBytes are both highly regarded security software companies that are typically praised 



 

by security experts. This suggests that companies within this small community are highly trusted by individuals and explain their 

closer placement on the network graph, compared to other companies and organizations.   

 

 
Figure 8 – Network graph showing the community of users 

 

Although tweets are fluid in nature and users are constantly producing new tweets on a daily basis, 

these community of users are more stable and change at a much slower pace. Key players within the 

communities do not change as quickly. Students can use these information to discover influential users 

and companies and follow them in order to gain access to useful information. Students and professionals 

who are new to the security community on Twitter might not know who to follow, and there is really no 

easy way to find these users. Oftentimes they would look for users who has a lot of followers, but the 

findings from this research shows that this might not be the best approach in identifying influential and 

key players. Users who follow influential users rely on them for posting useful information and enable 

them to learn new information, which helps in ensuring that they keep up to date with the latest security 

news and updates.  

Key players from each community tweets important but different types of information. Students and 

professionals can learn a lot by following specific key players from these communities. Within the 

companies and organizations community, CSOOline is a cybersecurity news organization that provides 

security news along with their analysis of the situation and how manage it. Anyone following them can 

learn about security events and threats as well as how to mitigate the risks. Their tweets are more geared 

towards security professionals and what is relevant to them. The key player within the individual 

community, Fisher85M, does not tweet out about security events and news. Instead, his tweets are mostly 

infographics that teaches about a specific topic area. The infographics are about a wide range of topics 

from artificial intelligence, internet of things, and to workplace topics. The infographics are simple to read 

and provides short lessons to users who looks at them. Users who follows him can get short informative 

lessons.  

 



 

 

3.4  Leveraging Twitter for Cybersecurity Learning Framework 

The findings from our analysis shows that Twitter data can be transformed to information that could be used to help professionals 

and students use Twitter more effectively to learn. Interviews with professionals from our previous research finds that many 

professionals want to continuously learn in order to keep up with the latest changes in the cyber security landscape, but often lack 

a method to do so that isn‟t overwhelming. Some don‟t even know where to even start or what website to use due to the sheer 

amount of sites that are available out there. Our study address this gap by proposing the use of Twitter, as information from 

tweets are short and concise, and can provide a high level overview of news and events. 

We propose a framework to enhance learning through Twitter. The framework outlines four areas that can provide valuable 

information to the professional and students about the cybersecurity field. Although this research is based on cybersecurity 

tweets, this framework can be similarity applied to tweets from other fields as well. The four areas are topics; people, 

organizations, and resources.  

Topics provide insights into current words and hashtags that are currently popular or trending. These are areas that are heavily 

discussed throughout the community regarding a specific topic or technology. Identifying these topics can help the user 

understand the current security landscape and the areas that they should focus on, whether for work or in their studies. 

Cybersecurity curriculum can often slow to change due to the large number of areas that must be taught, as well as the academic 

processes that are required to go through in order to update it. Students might learn about many different topics throughout the 

courses they take, but they might lack a specific focus on the areas that are most important or needed at the time. This part of the 

framework aim to address this gap by providing valuable insights to topic areas that are currently important. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 – Leveraging Twitter for Cybersecurity Learning Framework 

 

Professionals use twitter to announce new findings or provide useful information for others when there are new threats. These 

tweets are then retweeted by other professionals and the information is passed on quickly to relevant interested parties. Highly 

connected professionals often acts as the information disseminator, passing on security news or informative infographics in order 

to educate their followers or helping them stay up to date with the latest security news. The challenge here is being able to find 

and identify these influential users. Professionals and students may want to follow these people, but they don‟t know who to 

follow and how to even find these people. Users typically follow people that has a lot of followers, thinking that if they have a lot 

of followers, it must mean they tweet out important information. Our findings show that this is not the case, and people with the 

most followers are typically those who are famous or have name recognition. Our research use tweet data in order to find 

influential people who produce high quality original tweets that are informative and can be used for learning. By following these 

influential people, professionals and students learn relevant information that is useful to advance their knowledge of the field.  
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Organizations can play a key role in helping professionals and student learn. The challenge is once again being able to find key 

organizations that produce high quality original content that contribute to cybersecurity community. Our finding shows that 

organizations with a high number of followers does not necessary mean they tweet high quality content. Organizations with the 

most followers tend to be high recognized companies and news organizations. Their high number of followers are typically due 

to their brand recognition. The research discovered that organizations that are highly connected and most retweeted have one 

thing in common; and that is they create original content. Many organizations often retweet article and news that are from other 

organizations. Whereas key organizations actually produce their own articles and tweets out information based on their own 

discovery. These organizations not only write about current security events, but provide in-depth analysis of the situation and 

provide information on how to remediate the issue or mitigate the risks related to it.  So although these organizations does not 

necessary have the most followers, they produce high quality content that professionals and students can learn much from.  

Previous research has shown that professionals use online resources extensively throughout the work day in order to solve 

problems and learn [29]. As there are vast amount of websites available on the internet, it can be difficult to know what websites 

are trustworthy and contain high quality information. Our analysis has discovered websites that are highly referenced to by the 

security community. These websites can be used by professionals and students who wishes to continuously learn about the field 

and update their knowledge. It can be especially useful for cybersecurity students, who are new to the field and often feel 

overwhelmed by all the available resources that are out there. The findings from our study can narrow all these resources into 

something that is more manageable to help aid the learning process. 

Security news and events can occur at a rapid pace, and while news articles can be a reliable source of information, they require 

extensive writing and editing before they can be published. This makes tweets an alternative source for current events as it is 

more informal and can be disseminating more quickly. For example, during the WannaCry ransomware incident which spreads 

quickly throughout many organizations, Twitter was an effective platform for disseminating this type of information. This 

suggest that Twitter can be an effective tool for learning new information that are more fluid and change at a rapid pace. 

 

3.4.1. Framework Validation 

In order to validate the framework and get feedback on its effectiveness, a qualitative interview study was done. We interviewed 

ten cyber security professionals who were willing to take part in the study. Most of these professionals have been previously 

interviewed for a previous related work regarding how they use online and interpersonal resources to learn and seek information.  

The interviews were carried out twice in a period of two weeks. In the first interview, we explained to them the basis and 

objective of our study and our current findings so far. We then introduced them to our “Leveraging Twitter for Cybersecurity 

Learning Framework” and provided the results from our study and explained to them how they could use the information to assist 

them in learning. Half of the participants did not have a Twitter account so we worked with them to create one. We provided 

results for each of the four pillars of the framework and provided them information that they could use. We provided them a list 

of users for them to follow based on the “Influential People” and “Organizations to Follow” pillars of the framework. The goal 

was to update their Twitter feed to receive high quality tweets from the users we have identified. We asked that they check 

Twitter on a regular basis for a period of two weeks and provide us feedback on what they saw.  After two weeks, we met with 

them again for the second interview which was to collect the feedback. 

Out of the ten professionals we interviewed, seven said that they looked at their Twitter feed once every 2-3 days, while three 

said they only looked at it once during that time period. The three that looked at it once explained that they were just too busy and 

didn‟t really get a chance to look at it, and the fact that they normally don‟t use Twitter on a regular basis. The following table 

shows a summary of the key findings based on the interviews. 

 

Positives Negatives Other 

All the tweets and related news and 

information are all in one place 

Not all tweets are related to cyber 

security, especially from companies 

Individual users post more useful and 

relevant cyber security tweets 

You can learn a lot from tweets with 

infographics 

Some tweets shown are “liked” by the 

user, and not their original tweet 

Some news organizations post a lot of 

non-relevant articles 

Security events and news are current and 

relevant 

Not all influential users produce relevant 

security tweets 

Need a way to only show tweets with a 

specific hashtag from a user 

  A lot of tweets are related to future 

technology that might not be relevant 

today 

Table 3 - Feedback from interview study 
 

The overall feedback from the participants were positive. They liked how using the framework allowed them to see who the 

influential users and organizations are that they can follow. They mentioned that as professionals, they do not know how to fully 



 

 

use Twitter. There is a somewhat of skepticism on using the platform professionally due to the negative perception on using 

social media. In cyber security, social media are often frowned upon as it could be seen as a security risk for both the user and the 

organization they work for. In addition, participants expressed how they feel Twitter can be overwhelming, as there are millions 

of potential users that they could follow. Common sense would tell them to follow users with the most followers, but this only 

increased the amount of content that would fill up their feed, making it hard to see relevant content that they cared about. By 

providing them with the list of users based on data analysis methods, they are able to identify key users that could provide 

relevant information for them.  

On the negative side, the participants had complaints on the feed they were reading. Many of these are limitations on Twitter 

itself in the way it display the tweets. A common complaint was the fact that they would often see tweets that the user has 

“liked”, or tweets that are not related to cyber security. Even though the majority of the tweets are cyber security related, users 

would often tweet out other non-related tweets from other topics. Within the Twitter feed, there is no way to filter out these types 

of tweets that are not relevant to the user. So although influential users would often tweet about cyber security, there were times 

when they did not. The participants would like to have a method to be able to view only tweets from those users with the proper 

cyber security hashtags, and ignore all other tweets without the relevant hashtags. There are third party websites that helps 

narrow down tweets based on certain criteria, but there is no method to do these types of filtering in an easy and intuitive manner. 

The negative feedback has more to do with the issues of the Twitter platform and its limitation, rather than from our framework 

and the information we have provided.  

These findings show that our framework can help provide a useful method for cyber security professionals to learn and keep up 

to date with the latest security news and information. It shows that using data analytical methods on Twitter data can provide 

valuable information that can be given to professionals in order to assist them to be able to use Twitter more effectively as a 

learning tool. In addition, the feedback on the limitation of Twitter itself can provide valuable insights on how the platform can 

be improved in order to be more useful for professionals, and thereby increase its usage amongst them. 

 

3.5. Personal Learning Environment 

The framework described can be utilized as a part of a personal learning environment (PLE).  Dabbagh & Kitsantas looked at 

using social media in order to facilitate learning and created a framework for self-regulated learning in personal learning 

environments [30]. The framework uses scaffolding to help students learn by engaging and interacting with social media such as 

blogs, wikis, and social networking sites. The framework contains three levels of interactivity between the student and the social 

media tool. Each level contains a list of instructions that students are asked to perform in order to “enable the degree of 

interaction and sharing desired and/or required for learning”.  We expand upon this framework by providing a methodology for 

using Twitter as a personal learning environment for the cyber security field.  

The following methodology outlines the four steps that students can follow in order to effectively use Twitter as their personal 

learning environment. It follows Hiebert‟s model of PLE [31] by providing a four step process that students can follow 

information generated from the “Leveraging Twitter for Cybersecurity Learning Framework”.  The four steps uses scaffolding to 

help students learn and be engaged. This enables them to not only learn new information and content that is relevant to the field, 

but also helps connect them to key players, organizations, and the cyber security community as a whole. As networking is an 

important aspect of the profession, this two-pronged approach helps the student prepare by gaining knowledge and connecting to 

those in the community.  

 



 

 
Figure 10 –Methodology applying the framework for personal learning environment 

 

Personal learning environments are typically geared towards each individual based on their personal goals and motivations, and 

in this case it is specially geared towards students and those who are in the cyber security field. More research will need to be 

done in order to test and validate the methodology on students in order to determine its effectiveness. This will be part of a future 

work that we will look at in order to expand the use of the framework for students as they prepare to enter the workforce. 

4 Discussion  

The findings from the research shows that Twitter can be a very useful tool to help security professionals stay up to date with the 

latest events and changes. Cybersecurity users typically tweet about information about current events or announce about new 

findings within the security domain. These tweets almost always contain an URL that links to an external website that contains 

more details about the information that is presented. Compared to tweets from other domains, these tweets are less conversational 

and more information focused. Hashtags and words that are used within the tweets can identify important topics that are currently 

relevant or becoming the topics that are important or soon to be important. For example, the highly used #ransomware hashtag 

shows it is the prominent threat that many individuals and companies are facing today. Ransomware has hit organizations hard by 

taking hostage of their most important asset, their data. Being able to see trends in the hashtags could give organization a heads 

up on potential security threats and help them prepare for the threats that are coming. 

Twitter data can be used to generate valuable information that can help professionals and students learn and stay up to date with 

the latest security news and events. Descriptive analytics can be used to find important tweets and statistics about those tweets. 

Network analytics can be used to find key players within the community and identify important individuals who are 

knowledgeable and is influential within the community. Content analytics can be used to discover trending security topics that 

might affect the security landscape for companies and organizations, or discover upcoming threats that requires proactive or 

additional learning. The findings from this study led to the creation of a framework that can be used by professionals and students 

learn and advance their knowledge in the cyber security field. Although the framework is created based on cybersecurity tweets, 

the same can be used and applied to other fields as well. 

The initial feedback from the interview study that was done to validate the framework and findings were positive. Overall the 

participants found that the framework helped made Twitter more useful in terms of using it as a tool for continuous learning. 

They were only able to test three of the four areas that were identified in the framework. Further research is needed to determine 

the overall benefits and effectiveness of the knowledge that is gained through the use of the framework. In addition, more 

research is needed on whether or not the top websites identified in the “Resource to Use” pillar are better and more effective than 

other websites when used as a resource for learning.  

Professionals can use Twitter to build up a reputation for themselves in order to be noticed or recognized by companies and 

organizations. A professional who has a sizable number of followers can show that they are an expert in the field, and advertise 
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such status to potential employers. These professionals can build up followers by posting useful and relevant information and be 

engaged to their peers through the use of replies and retweets. These engagements allow professionals to communicate with 

people who might not be directly within their network, and allow the expansion of their overall network and connect to others 

around the world. 

In relation to the workplace practices related literature in engineering education, the findings from this work extend prior work 

that has established how professionals engage with technical communities and learn from them [32] by showcasing that similar 

learning through engagement with social media also takes place. This research extends the largely organization and placed-based 

research on workplaces that have previously been reported in the engineering education literature [33-37].It adds to research that 

has argue for a more „open organizing‟ perspective that takes into account that engineering and technology professionals work in 

organizational fields – which consist of professionals from different organizations – and not just in a specific company or 

organization [38-39]. This means that they contribute to a larger community by sharing expertise and knowledge.  

 

5 Conclusion 
This study has shown that data from Twitter can be used to generate valuable information that can be used to help cybersecurity 

professionals and students learn beyond the classroom. It addresses one of the major gap within cybersecurity education program 

by providing a continuous learning method that is relevant based on the current events that are taking place. Beyond looking at 

each individual tweet, analyzing the data collectively as a whole can yield valuable information for learning and gaining 

knowledge.  
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